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A. Significance of the General Assembly

1 The GA is the only principal organ (Art. 7 (1)) of the UN in which all member States are represented. As the representatives of the member States in the GA are delegated by their governments and subject to their instructions (see MN 17), the GA is a conference of States, not a world parliament of independent representatives of the peoples. Owing to its composition of nearly all the States in the world as members and of other States as observers (see MN 3), and owing to its competence to discuss any questions or matters within the scope of the UN Charter (Art. 10), it can be described as the world’s most important political discussion forum. From a legal viewpoint as well, owing to (p. 447) its manifold functions, it holds an eminent position among the organs of the UN. In addition to the composition of the GA (Art. 9) Chapter IV of the Charter regulates in the following provisions: the functions and powers (Arts 10–17), the voting
conditions (Arts 18–19), and the procedure (Arts 20–22) of the GA including the right to establish subsidiary organs necessary for performing its functions. In order to improve its role and authority, its organization and procedure as the ‘chief deliberative, policymaking and representative organ of the United Nations’, the GA has initiated a much needed and still continuing process of revitalization of its work since the early 1990s.

B. Composition of the General Assembly

I. Member States

2 The GA consists of all the members of the UN (Art. 9 (1)), i.e., all original members (Art. 3) and all members admitted later (Art. 4). Admission to the GA becomes effective on the date on which the GA approves the application of the State for membership (Art. 4 (2); Rule 138 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA) and ends on the date on which the membership of the State in the UN ends (by expulsion (Art. 6) or in any other way (e.g., by the extinction of the State)). In order to ensure that the new member may participate as soon as possible in the work of the GA, the decision on the application for membership is usually made at the beginning of a session immediately following the election of the President and prior to the adoption of the agenda. According to Art. 18 each member of the GA has one vote and decisions of the GA are made by a majority or—in specific cases—by a two-thirds majority of the individual members present and voting. This provision guarantees the formal equality of all member States in the proceedings of the GA. With the increase in the membership of the UN it became necessary to ensure the representative character of the world organization also in those organs and bodies which do not consist of all member States. The Charter requires expressly only an equitable geographical distribution for the election of the non-permanent members of the SC (Art. 23 (1)) and a wide geographical basis for the staff of the Secretariat (Art. 101 (3)). In addition, the GA has developed a system of geographical or regional groups since the late 1950s in order to ensure the representative character for the election of members to organs and bodies on the basis of a balanced geographical distribution among its members, such as its President and Vice-President, the Chairmen of its six Main Committees, and the members of its General Committee as well as the non-permanent members of the SC and the members of the ECOSOC. The present division into five (p. 448) groups distinguishes among African States, Asian States, Eastern European States, Latin American and Caribbean States, Western European and other States. The composition of each group is determined by consensus of its members and not strictly based on geographical or regional, but also on political factors. The clearest example is the group of Western European and ‘other’ States, including Australia, Canada, Israel, New Zealand, and the United States.

II. Observers

3 In addition to the members of the UN, which alone make up the composition of the GA, so-called observers have been admitted to the GA.

1. Basis

4 The text of the UN Charter provides for non-member States only that the UN shall ensure their observance of the principles of the Charter as far as is necessary for the maintenance of international peace and security (Art. 2 (6)) and that they may bring disputes to which they are a party to the attention of the SC or the GA (Art. 35 (2)) which the GA may discuss when they relate to the maintenance of international peace and security (Art. 11 (2)). In practice, a more comprehensive participation in the work of the GA has been granted to non-member States, as well as to intergovernmental and other organizations. After extending this privilege to ‘other entities’ of a non-governmental character in the early 1990s, the GA restricted its generous practice and decided in 1994 that the granting of observer status should be confined to non-member States and intergovernmental organizations with activities of interest to the GA. In addition, the GA decided in 1999 that requests for the granting of observer status in the GA would be considered in Plenary session after consideration by its Sixth (i.e., Legal) Committee and requested the SG to inform the members of these bodies about the relevant criteria and procedures laid down by the GA for their decision. Admission and participation of these observers have been founded on particular legal
instruments. However, general principles on the status of observers have been developed only to a limited extent.

(p. 449) 2. Categories of Observers

Several categories of observers can be distinguished: (1) non-member States which either do not want to join the UN as full members or have not (yet) been able to do so; (2) specialized agencies brought into a relationship with the UN according to Arts 57 and 63 of the UN Charter; (3) intergovernmental organizations for various—political, economic, social, cultural, regional, and other—purposes according to a specific resolution of the GA; (4) national liberation movements according to a specific resolution by the GA on the particular organization or as far as they were recognized by the (former) OAU; (5) certain ‘other entities’ of a non-governmental character with a special role and mandate whose number has been limited (see MN 4). Not included in this categorization are members of the UN, although they are sometimes called ‘observers’ when they participate in subsidiary organs of which they are not members.

3. Participation of Observers

Participation in the GA differs according to the category or individual position of the observer and the organizational structure of the GA. The agreements and resolutions granting observer status provide only very general guidelines on the scope of participation, which have been further developed in the procedural practice of the GA. (1) Access to the sessions of the GA, its committees and subsidiary organs depends on the purposes of the particular organ and the functions of the particular observer. Access to organs with limited membership does not go beyond the access granted to member States which are not members of the organ. (2) Notifications of the date and the provisional agenda of sessions they may attend are officially transmitted to the observers. (3) Seats are reserved for observers according to their right of presence. (4) Observers may have their written statements circulated by the Secretariat to all delegations and may receive the documents for the meeting and also other UN documents upon specific determination. (5) Observers are permitted to make oral statements, including the right to reply, although Rules 115 and 161 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA mention this right only in respect of ‘members’. The permission to address Plenary meetings has been granted to representatives of observers in only a few instances. (6) Observers are not entitled to vote or to sponsor substantial proposals or procedural motions. (7) Certain observers from liberation movements received payments out of UN funds for their participation in the work of the GA.

(p. 451) C. Representation in the General Assembly

I. Representatives and Delegations

1. Representatives

In the GA, which is composed of all the members of the UN, each member shall have not more than five representatives (Art. 9 (2); Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA). These must be natural persons because the GA can only act through natural persons.

2. Delegations

The five representatives of a member together with not more than five alternate representatives and as many advisers, technical advisers, experts, and persons of similar status as may be required, form the delegation of the member (Rule 25). An alternate representative may act as a representative upon designation by the chairman of the delegation (Rule 26). It must be ensured, however, that the maximum number of representatives of a member (see MN 10) is not exceeded.

3. Permanent Representatives

Representatives and delegations of the members in the GA must be distinguished from their permanent missions to the UN which have been established in the practice of the UN. Members of these missions
perform functions similar to those of diplomatic missions, in particular to keep the necessary liaison between members and the UN between sessions of the GA.\textsuperscript{27}

II. Size of Delegations

1. Number of Representatives

10 The UN Charter limits the number of representatives of a member in the GA to not more than five (Art. 9 (2)). A similar limitation of not more than three representatives had already been imposed on the Assembly of the League of Nations (Art. 3 (4) of the Covenant). Its purpose is to enhance the efficiency of the GA and to prevent a disadvantage for members who cannot afford a larger delegation.\textsuperscript{28}

2. Additional Members

11 In practice, because of additional advisers, experts, and persons of similar status, several delegations are much larger, with some having more than fifty or even 100 members.\textsuperscript{29} Their large size enables them to cope better with the personnel requirements resulting from the organizational structure of the GA, which comprises numerous committees and (p. 452) subsidiary organs, often meeting simultaneously (Art. 22 and Rules 96ff, 161 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA). Upon designation by the chairman of the delegation, all members of the delegation, including advisers, experts, or persons of similar status, may act as members of these organs. Only the elections of Chairmen, Vice-Chairmen, or Rapporteurs of these organs, or for seats in the Plenary meetings, are restricted to the representatives of the delegations and their alternates (Rules 100 and 101 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA). The latter restriction is, however, not enforced in practice, even in the case of voting.\textsuperscript{30}

3. Compatibility with United Nations Charter

12 The possibility of enlarging the delegations beyond the maximum number of five representatives laid down in the UN Charter brings about a factual inequality of the members in their participation in the GA. Despite some doubts,\textsuperscript{31} the practice, which was held admissible under similar provisions (see MN 10) in the Assembly of the League of Nations, appears to be compatible with the UN Charter.\textsuperscript{32} It does not touch upon the formal equality of the members, which is guaranteed in particular by the principle of equality of voting power (Art. 18 (1)) and, in addition, by the payment of the expenses of five representatives from the least developed member States for participation in the work of the GA out of UN funds (see MN 18). It is also justified by the actual differences among members whose workload varies according to their significance and responsibility in world politics, as can be seen by the fact that some members do not even send five representatives despite the reimbursement of expenses.\textsuperscript{33}

III. Composition of Delegations

13 The UN Charter and the Rules of Procedure of the GA do not determine which persons are to be included in the delegations, so that the designation of the representatives is left to the member States. At the opening of a session, it is often the Head of State or Government, or the minister of foreign affairs who, in addressing the GA, functions as the head of the delegation. Normally, delegations consist of members of the Foreign Service or other government departments, sometimes also of parliamentarians and eminent private individuals.\textsuperscript{34}

IV. Delegation of Representatives

1. Right of Delegation

14 The delegation of representatives to the GA is a right of each member which may only be denied in accordance with the UN Charter. A specific provision for a suspension of this right can be found in Art. 5.\textsuperscript{35} In practice, however, it amounts to a denial of this right when the representatives of a member are excluded from the GA after a rejection of their credentials (see MN 38).
(p. 453) 2. Duty of Delegation

15 The delegation of representatives to the GA is also a duty of each member because it is a prerequisite for the functioning of this principal organ, which consists of all the members of the UN. A violation of this duty can, however, only be assumed in the case of a systematic refusal to participate, as the work of the GA does not necessarily require the constant attendance of all members.36

3. Representation by other Member States

16 From the duty to delegate representatives to the GA, it follows that members cannot be represented by other members. Exceptions are admissible only in technical organs and only for a combined representation of one member and one observer or of two observers.37

V. Instruction of Delegations

17 In accordance with the right to determine the composition of their delegations (see MN 13), the members have the right to instruct their representatives as to their participation and voting in the GA.38

VI. Expenses

18 Travel expenses for up to five representatives or alternate representatives attending sessions of the GA were originally paid out of UN funds for each member.39 Since 1986, however, payments have been limited to the least developed member States.40 Payments were also made to liberation movements, being observers at the UN (see MN 6).

D. Right of Representation in the General Assembly

I. Credentials

1. Form

19 The authority to represent a member (not an observer)41 in the GA must be established in due form according to the Rules of Procedure of the GA. The credentials of representatives shall be issued either by the Head of State or Government, or by the minister of foreign affairs (who need no credentials themselves).42 These credentials and the names of members of the delegation shall be submitted to the SG, if possible not less than one week before the opening of the session (Rule 27 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA).43 (p. 454) In practice, credentials are often submitted late. In such cases when the credentials do not fully meet the requirements of Rule 27, eg when they have been sent by cablegram, the persons named will be seated provisionally.44

2. Scope

20 The credentials are valid for a particular session. They remain in effect when a session is merely divided into two parts.45 For example, the credentials of the first emergency special session were also recognized at the second emergency special session.46 The permanent representatives of members to the UN (see MN 9) also need formal credentials for the GA, which may be included in their general letter of accreditation.47

II. Examination of Credentials

1. Credentials Committee

21 The credentials of representatives are examined by a Credentials Committee, which consists of nine members who are appointed by the GA on the proposal of the President. The Committee must be appointed at the beginning of each session and report without delay (Rule 28). In practice, it normally meets in the second or third week after the opening of the session and, because of late submissions of credentials, also at
the end of a session. Member States of the UN which are not members of the Credentials Committee may not participate as observers in the Committee’s work.\textsuperscript{48}

\section*{2. Objections}

22 A representative to whose admission a member has raised an objection is seated provisionally with the same rights as other representatives until the Credentials Committee has reported and the GA has made its decision (Rule 29). Despite some early protests, the practice has been accepted that controversies about questions of representation may also be discussed and decided before or parallel to their being dealt with by the Credentials Committee, either by a special committee or directly by the Plenary.\textsuperscript{49} In order to prevent conflicting decisions on controversial credentials in the UN, the GA has recommended that the attitude adopted by it on any such question should be taken into account by other organs of the UN and in the specialized agencies.\textsuperscript{50} In their practice the organizations of the UN system have followed the decisions of the GA on representation.\textsuperscript{51}

\section*{(p. 455) III. Scope of Examination}

23 The examination of the authority to represent a member in the GA is determined by the requirements laid down in Rule 27 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA (see MN 19).

\subsection*{1. Undisputed Governments}

24 In cases of undisputed governments, the examination of the credentials is restricted to a clarification of the formal question whether the document submitted has been issued according to Rule 27 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA by the Head of State or Government, or by the minister of foreign affairs of the relevant member State, and whether it names the members of the delegation.\textsuperscript{52}

\subsection*{2. Disputed Governments}

25 In cases of disputed governments, the GA has, however, extended the examination of the credentials.

(a) In Cases of Rival Claimants

26 In cases of rival claimants who equally purport to be the government entitled to represent the same member State in the GA, a formal clarification that the credentials have been issued in due form by one of the officials designated in Rule 27 is not sufficient to determine beyond doubt the authority to represent the member State in the GA. Rather, the question of the authority of the official to issue the credentials, which is normally answered implicitly, becomes evident and at the same time problematic.

27 As each member State has up to five representatives (Art. 9 (2)) but only one vote (Art. 18 (1)) in the GA, only one delegation may be admitted for each member State. On the other hand, one delegation must be admitted for each member State, as each member State has a right to be represented in the GA (see MN 14). As a consequence, the GA has the right and the duty to decide between the credentials of the rival claimants and thus to clarify the substantive question as to which of the claimants possesses the competence to issue the credentials of the member State for the GA. As far as this decision touches upon the inherent right of the member State to determine its government, this clarification must be regarded as factually unavoidable and legally justified by the provision of Rule 27 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA, permitting and requiring the examination of the credentials issued for the GA.\textsuperscript{53}

28 In practice, the GA has continuously availed itself of this competence\textsuperscript{54} so that it can now be considered legally established.\textsuperscript{55} A prominent early example was the controversy over the representation of China between 1949 and 1971.\textsuperscript{56} Further examples (p. 456) are the controversies over the representation of the Congo in 1960,\textsuperscript{57} Yemen in 1962,\textsuperscript{58} Cambodia (Kampuchea) from 1970 to 1990 and in 1997,\textsuperscript{59} Haiti in 1992,\textsuperscript{60} Zaire in 1993,\textsuperscript{61} Afghanistan from 1996 to 2000,\textsuperscript{62} and Côte d’Ivoire in 2010.\textsuperscript{63}

29 In order to provide a general legal basis for this practice, the GA adopted Res 396 (V) on 14 December 1950, in which it recommended ‘that whenever more than one authority claims to be the government entitled to represent a member State in the United Nations and this question becomes the subject of controversy in the United Nations, the question should be considered in the light of the Purposes and
Principles of the Charter and the circumstances of each case’ (para 1). It further declared that the attitude adopted by it ‘shall not of itself affect the direct relations of individual member States with the State concerned’ (para 4). The resolution was the result of a compromise between the opponents of a general regulation and its advocates, who were divided among themselves into those who—subsequent to a British proposal—preferred a more objective standard focusing on the effectiveness of government power, and those who—subsequent to a Cuban proposal—favoured a more subjective standard, which also includes the legitimacy of government power.

30 Subsequent practice has shown that the resolution has neither been able to end the controversy about the standard applicable to rival claimants, nor to bring about a differentiation in the attitude of member States towards rival claimants inside and outside the UN, as had originally been intended by the SG. Accordingly, in controversial cases, when decisions on the representation of rival claimants in the GA have to be made, member States put forward arguments of effectiveness, as well as of legitimacy, similar to those they use in cases of recognition of governments in their bilateral relations.

31 In the course of this practice, neither a clear line of reasoning nor a definite standard of decision has developed. At most, a tendency towards the principle of effectiveness can be observed. According to the established practice of the GA, the once accredited representatives of a member State are recognized until the GA, upon the recommendation of the Credentials Committee, decides otherwise. Thus, a government will generally be regarded by the GA as being authorized to represent a member State as long as it has not been replaced by a rival claimant who has established effective control over the State independently of the support of a foreign power. This tendency can be derived from the changed attitude of the GA in the controversy over the representation of China in favour of the Beijing government in 1971. It can also be derived from the continued recognition of the Pol Pot government in the controversy over the representation of Kampuchea (Cambodia) in spite of its human rights record and its loss of power to the Heng Samrin government, which was considered to owe its position to foreign support, especially that of Vietnam (see MN 28). In the 1990s, after the end of the Cold War, the GA rejected the credentials of several governments that were in effective control but had come to power by force, eg in Afghanistan, Cambodia, and Haiti (see MN 28). Evidence, however, seems neither sufficient nor consistent enough to infer a change from the traditionally dominant principle of effectiveness to a new standard of (democratic) legitimacy.

(b) In Cases without Rival Claimants

32 In cases of disputed governments without rival claimants, it would be sufficient, as in cases of undisputed governments (see MN 24), to establish that the credentials have been issued by one of the officials designated in Rule 27 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA in order to answer the implicit question of authority to represent the member State in the GA. Nevertheless, the GA has—as did the Assembly of the League of Nations in the case of Abyssinia—also in these cases, as in cases where there are rival claimants (see MN 26–31), extended its examination further to the material question of whether the disputed government was authorized to issue the credentials, and thus to represent the member State in the GA.

33 Examples of the practice of the GA are the controversies over the representation of Hungary and South Africa, as well as Israel, Nigeria, Portugal, Chile, and Afghanistan. In some cases, only reservations were expressed by other member States; in other cases, however, formal proposals were submitted which were decided upon by the Credentials Committee (see MN 21) and the GA. In the case of Hungary, the Credentials Committee decided, with the subsequent approval of the GA, to take ‘no decision’ or ‘no action’ on the credentials submitted between 1956 and 1962. In the case of Portugal, the Credentials Committee approved the credentials submitted until 1973. In 1973, however, the GA approved them only for the European and not for the overseas territories. In the case of South Africa, the Credentials Committee approved the credentials submitted until 1973. In 1965, however, the GA decided to take ‘no decision’ on them, and between 1970 and 1973 to approve the report of the Credentials Committee ‘except with (p. 458) regard to the credentials of the representatives (of the Government) of South Africa’. Since 1974, the Credentials Committee itself, with the subsequent approval of the GA, has rejected the credentials submitted. In the case of Israel, the GA decided in 1982 and in later years not to act on proposals to add the words ‘except (for) the credentials of Israel’ to the report of the Credentials Committee which had approved the credentials submitted by the member States.
34 The GA has drawn different conclusions from its decisions on the credentials of disputed governments without rival claimants. Until 1973, the representatives of such governments could continue to participate in the sessions not only when their credentials had expressly been approved, but also when no action had been taken, as in the case of Hungary, or even when a negative decision had been reached, as in the case of South Africa. The conclusion to allow further participation in the case when no action has been taken by the GA may still appear to be in accordance with Rule 29 of the Rules of Procedure of the GA (see MN 22), but hardly in cases when the credentials have been rejected by the GA. Nevertheless, this conclusion was also accepted in the latter case between 1970 and 1973, on the basis of the so-called Hambro formula, an interpretation made by the President of the GA in 1970 and upheld by his successors until 1973. According to this understanding, rejection of credentials signified a very strong condemnation of the policies pursued by the government concerned, but not that its delegation could not continue to participate in the work of the GA. In 1974, however, the President of the GA, Bouteflika, changed this interpretation. After a draft resolution to expel South Africa from membership of the Organization according to Art. 6 of the Charter had failed to be adopted in the SC, he concluded that the rejection of credentials in the GA was tantamount to saying in explicit terms that the GA refused to allow the delegation of South Africa to participate in its work. The GA approved this new interpretation by ninety-one votes to twenty-two, with nineteen abstentions. It changed its policy with regard to the credentials of South Africa only in 1994 with the end of apartheid and has not extended its former course of action to other member States, despite proposals that it should do so (see MN 33). This was confirmed in the case of Madagascar in 2009. Although the GA—against the ruling of its President who had consulted the Legal Counsel—refused by twenty-three votes to four, with six abstentions, to give the floor in the Plenary to a representative of this member State, it later approved the recommendation of its Credentials Committee which decided that the representatives of this member State—and also of Guinea—had the right to participate provisionally, but with all the rights and privileges enjoyed by other member States, in the activities of the session until its final recommendation in the case of a formal objection to the credentials.

35 The legality of this practice is disputed. The Special Committee on the Rationalization of the Procedures and Organization of the GA whose conclusions were approved by the GA did not consider itself to be in a position to make any proposal on the problems posed by the non-recognition by the GA of a delegation’s credentials. The prevailing reasons speak against a compatibility of this practice with the present law of the Charter and the Rules of Procedure of the GA.

36 A justification cannot be derived from a parallel to the practice of the GA regarding rival claimants (see MN 26–28). Unlike the situation of rival claimants who both claim to represent the same member State in the GA, the situation of a disputed government without a rival claimant does not require a decision by the GA on the authority of representation. Thus, the decisive reason which justifies the interference by the GA in the inherent right of the member State to determine its government (see MN 27) is lacking here. This fundamental difference between situations of disputed governments with and without rival claimants is clearly confirmed by para 1 of UNGA Res 396 (V) (see MN 29).

37 A justification cannot be derived from an allegedly established practice of the GA either. As a result of the completely different situations (see MN 36), the practice relating to rival claimants must be disregarded when assessing the practice relating to a disputed government without a rival claimant. The latter practice, however, at best reveals a tendency according to which the GA assumes the right to express its disapproval of the government by refusing to take a decision on the credentials. The further practice by which the GA has rejected the credentials and precluded the representatives of the government from taking part in its sessions has been limited to the unique and heavily disputed case of South Africa (see MN 33).

38 A justification also fails due to a lack of competence on the part of the GA. The Charter authorizes the GA only upon the recommendation of the SC, and only when certain requirements are met, to suspend a member State from exercising the rights and privileges of membership (Art. 5), including the delegation of representatives to the GA (see MN 14) or to expel the member State from the Organization (Art. 6). Furthermore, a member State forfeits its right to vote in the GA, if its arrears in the payment of its financial contributions to the Organization exceed a certain limit (Art. 19). A suspension of all or some rights and privileges by the GA without recommendation by the SC, however, is not provided for and appears not to be justifiable in view of the well-balanced rules contained in the Charter.
It is in line with this reasoning and thus justified under the Charter that the GA, upon recommendation of the SC, considered in 1992 that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) cannot automatically continue the membership of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the UN. The GA decided, inter alia, that Yugoslavia should not participate in the work of the GA, thus suspending some of its rights and privileges. The controversy was resolved on 1 November 2000 when the GA, upon the recommendation of the SC and the application of the newly elected government, admitted the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia as a (new) member to the UN.
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A. The Systematic Position*

1 Amongst the principal organs of the UN, the GA is given pride of place in Chapter IV of the UN Charter. In this Chapter, Art. 10 can be found at the beginning of the (p. 463) sub-section ‘Functions and Powers’ (Arts 10–17). This section is not exhaustive, since many additional functions and powers are attributed to the GA in Chapters IX, X, XII, XIII, and XV. However, the very position of Art. 10 indicates the fundamental importance of the GA, in which every member State has a seat and a vote, as the central organ within the UN.

2 Article 10 vests the GA with a general power of discussion and recommendation regarding any questions which comes within the scope of the Charter (the ‘comprehensive jurisdiction’ of the GA). The GA represents the most prominent forum for the discussion of world politics and is therefore also described as the ‘town meeting of the world’ and the ‘open conscience of humanity’. However, the GA is not a world parliament. Taking into account the wide-ranging goals and principles which are stipulated in the UN Charter, there are hardly any political questions of international importance not covered by the GA’s power of discussion contained in Art. 10. On the other hand, the breadth and vagueness of the formulation of the scope of its
responsibility mirrors the lack of power to make binding decisions. So long as the GA may only make recommendations that are usually of a non-binding nature (see MN 47–63), there is no real need in practice to lay down and define more precisely its area of responsibility. In addition, the GA’s power to discuss issues related to international peace and security is limited by the primary responsibility of the SC in such matters.

The GA fulfils its tasks through the work of various specialized committees. Most important, six main Committees deal with core issues of UN policy-making. All member States are represented in these Committees:

(a) First Committee: disarmament and international security;
(b) Second Committee: economic and financial matters;
(c) Third Committee: social, humanitarian, and cultural matters;
(d) Fourth Committee: special political and decolonization matters;
(e) Fifth Committee: administrative and budgetary matters;
(f) Sixth Committee: legal matters.

Additionally, there are two procedural committees (Credential Committee, General Committee) and more than thirty standing committees, Ad hoc Committees, working groups, and boards.

(p. 464) B. The Power of Discussion

I. Definition and Scope

4 According to Art. 10, it is in the discretion of the GA to discuss any questions or matters within the scope of the Charter. In contrast, Arts 13 (1), 15 (1) and (2), 16, and 17 (1) and (3) prescribe a duty of consideration and discussion.

5 The term ‘discuss’ is used in Art. 10 in the same way as in Art. 11 (2); while in Arts 11 (1), 15 (1) and (2), and 17 (1) and (3), the term ‘consider’ is to be found. This difference in terminology goes back to the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals, and indicates that the term ‘consider’ was to be broader than the term ‘discuss’ and was to lead to the making of a recommendation. This difference, however, has become irrelevant, since in Arts 10 and 11 (2) and in Art. 11 (1) of the final version of the Charter, the GA is explicitly given the right to make recommendations. At most, a difference can be recognized inasmuch as ‘consider’ refers to a general, regular review of basic principles, while ‘discuss’ concerns current topics. In the final analysis, however, such a distinction does not lead to a difference in meaning between the two terms.

6 The express statutory right of the GA to discuss and recommend also encompasses a right to investigate. This right can be derived from the Charter, since in order to discuss any matter thoroughly, the GA must be in a position to carry out the necessary investigations. It includes the right to send observers, to set up investigating commissions and fact-finding missions, and to undertake any other investigations which are necessary. In addition, Art. 10 became the legal basis for the authority of the GA to supervise mandated territory, and to receive and examine reports from Mandatory Powers. However, Lauterpacht has correctly pointed out that in such cases Art. 10 is not the basis of an independent jurisdiction, but only provides the authority to exercise the competence given by the mandator. Consequently, Art. 10 gives no absolute authority to exercise control and supervisory functions in member States or to demand reports.

7 The GA has in fact repeatedly set up investigating committees. In 1946, it set up a special committee (United Nations Special Committee on Palestine, UNSCOP) to investigate the conditions in Palestine. In 1956, a commission was formed to investigate the course of events in Hungary. The GA also decided to send observers to Lebanon in 1958 (United Nations Observation Group in Lebanon, UNOGIL), in order to apprise itself of the conditions there. In 1968, the GA re-addressed the conflict in the Middle East by establishing a further special committee to investigate Israeli practices affecting the human rights of the population in the occupied territories; this undertaking was lastly reiterated in December 2009. (On the authority of the GA to make statements see Klein and Schmahl on Art. 11 MN 34–35.)
II. Objects

The formulation 'any questions or any matters' grants the GA a far-reaching competence. Since the two terms have the same meaning, this is simply a tautology employed to underline the broad jurisdiction of the GA.

The meaning of 'questions and matters' is more precisely defined in Art. 11 (1), which speaks of 'general principles', while para 2 is concerned with specific 'questions'. It includes the 'disputes' and 'situations' mentioned in Art. 12 (1), since reference is made in Art. 10 to the restriction of the GA's power of recommendation provided for in Art. 12. Furthermore, the term 'situation', used in Art. 11 (3) to describe a potential threat to the peace, falls under 'questions and matters' in Art. 10, with 'situation' being a broader term than 'disputes', since it also includes the preliminaries to a conflict (see Klein and Schmahl on Art. 12 MN 7).

The 'scope' of the UN Charter referred to in Art. 10 is specified in Arts 1 and 2 in which the goals and principles of the UN are laid down. These cover practically the whole field of international relations. The provisions of the Charter are even extended to the actions of non-member States, insofar as these are relevant for the preservation of world peace and international security (Art. 2 (6)). On the other hand, the broad scope of the Charter is restricted by Art. 2 (7), whereby matters essentially belonging to the domestic jurisdiction of a State are not covered by the provisions of the Charter.

Yet, Art. 2 (7) has itself always been narrowly interpreted. From the beginning, the GA, and later the SC as well, has concerned itself with the domestic situations of member States. It has considered the observance of the principles of the Charter, especially those relating to human rights, as not belonging to the domestic jurisdiction of the State concerned, based on the argument that, because human rights are embodied in international law, eg in Arts 1 and 2 as well as Art. 55 of the UN Charter, their enforcement has become an international matter.

Thus, following a disagreement within the SC in 1946, the GA recommended that Spain under Franco should remain barred from membership of the UN until a new, acceptable government was set up; if this failed to occur within a reasonable time, the SC was to discuss appropriate measures to remedy the situation. Furthermore, the member States of the UN were called upon to recall their accredited diplomats from Madrid. Despite the doubts that were expressed to the effect that the recommendations of the GA represented interference in the domestic affairs of Spain, the majority of the GA was of the opinion that an indefinite prolongation of the Franco regime would threaten world peace and violate basic human rights. Since the principles of the Charter were being disregarded, the matter was of international importance. Similarly, during its third and fourth sessions, the GA considered the observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms in Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania. It referred to the broad applicability of Art. 10, which encompasses the goals of the UN as also laid down in Arts 55 and 56, encouraging international cooperation in the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Moreover, on the Hungarian question (1956), the GA rejected the applicability of Art. 2 (7), since the threat and use of force by foreign troops in Hungary was contrary to the prohibition of force in Art. 2 (4) of the UN Charter, and furthermore represented a crime of genocide.

The GA has taken an even clearer position regarding 'decolonization', racial discrimination, and apartheid; with regard to these subjects, it has for a long time refused to apply Art. 2 (7). The GA concerned itself with the problem of racial discrimination in South Africa as early as the 1950s, and it repeatedly urged the South African government to change its apartheid policy since it was incompatible with the goals of the Charter, and it prejudiced friendly relations between States. The majority of member States of the GA thus did not regard the policy of apartheid as an internal problem of South Africa; towards the end of the decade an increasing number of Western States also took this position. Following the entry of many new States into the UN, the GA hardened its attitude to this question. It stressed the connection between the maintenance of world peace and the observance of human rights by confirming in Res 1761 (XVII) that 'the continuance of the apartheid policy seriously endangered peace'. This resolution, which was passed on 6 November 1962, against the votes of many West European countries, also called upon all member States, individually or collectively, to take measures 'to bring about the cessation of apartheid'. Thereafter, the GA continually called the attention of the SC to the situation in South Africa and urged it to take (p. 467) compulsory measures according to
The practice of the GA thus described is based on the view that a serious violation of human rights is to be regarded as a disturbance of world peace. The SC has also interpreted the provisions of the Charter in this way; in the case of Rhodesia, it assumed that there was a threat to world peace according to Chapter VII and thus imposed economic sanctions against that government. However, it is doubtful whether an interpretation of the Resolution (UNGA Res 3314 (XXIX) (14 December 1974)) on the ‘definition of aggression’ to the effect that the denial of the right to self-determination constitutes a prohibited use of force, justifying the use of force by liberation movements, is correct. Even if the boundaries of national sovereignty have contracted and the applicability of the principle of non-intervention has been reduced, there is a danger that by this interpretation the prohibition of the use of force in Art. 2 (4) will be weakened if not even annulled. This is made all the more possible because there is still no consensus on the definition of self-determination and decisions are made by the individual States according to their respective views.

It remains a matter of controversial debate whether the scope of Art. 2 (7), read in conjunction with Art. 2 (1), is further limited by the concept of ‘Responsibility to Protect’ (hereinafter ‘R2P’) — a concept which was elaborated by the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) in 2001 and taken over by UNGA Res 60/1 in 2005 on the grounds of Art. 10. The concept mainly argues that the protection of its people is a decisive part of a State’s sovereignty and therefore each State has the primary responsibility to protect its own population from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity. If, however, the State concerned is unable or unwilling to carry out this responsibility, the international community has the right, if not the positive duty, to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian, and other (peaceful or, as a last resort, coercive) means to restore peace and security. This model of a (secondary) responsibility conferred on the international community could strongly limit the scope of the State’s sovereignty in favour of the protection of fundamental human rights, irrespective of their normative coequal nature in international law. Yet, although some provisions of ‘R2P’ already form part of general international law, the legal nature of the entire and multifaceted concept is far from being clear. While the High-level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change as well as the Secretary-General consider ‘R2P’ as an emerging norm of customary law, and the SC constantly refers to this concept in recent resolutions, the GA has not yet taken a clear position regarding the legal character of ‘R2P’. On the contrary, the GA rather emphasizes the need for further consideration of the entire concept and its implications on the secondary responsibility of the international community. Against this background and with regard to the still lacking State practice, ‘R2P’ cannot be considered as already being a (binding) norm of international law.

Finally, it is recognized that, according to existing practice, pending proceedings between two member States before the ICJ do not preclude discussion of the matter by the GA. First, the competence of the GA is only limited in favour of the SC by the reservation in Art. 12; and secondly, only domestic judicial proceedings constitute a (p. 469) ‘domestic matter’, whereas proceedings before the ICJ do not. If understood otherwise, it would be open to any member not fulfilling its obligations under the Charter to call upon the ICJ under a pretext, and thus to prevent the GA from performing its functions. On the other hand, in the Irian question (1957), in which Indonesia raised a claim to sovereignty over New Guinea, the GA, after heated discussion, declined to pass a resolution because it came to the conclusion that the problem was primarily a legal one, which the ICJ had to decide before the initiation of negotiations.

The UN Charter does not assign the right of authoritative interpretation of the Charter to any organ of the UN and hence does not empower the GA to make a binding definition of its own area of competence. This does not negate its authority to apply the Charter and also to interpret the provisions of the Charter that define its own responsibilities. The ICJ reached a similar conclusion in its Advisory Opinion, Certain Expenses of the United Nations. The court had to determine whether the GA had the right to consider expenses incurred in taking measures to maintain peace and security in the Near East and in the Congo (peace-keeping operations UNEF and ONUC) as ‘expenses’ in the sense of Art. 17 (2) and to apportion these expenses also to member States that had voted against the measures. The ICJ pointed out that proposals made during the formulation of the Charter to the effect that the ICJ should be the final instance for its
interpretation had been rejected; thus, advisory opinions of the ICJ are not legally binding. Accordingly, every organ is obliged in the first instance to specify its own areas of responsibility. Thus, an interpretation made by the GA is not of a binding nature; it does, however, carry effective weight. In practice, as suggested in the Advisory Opinion of the ICJ, decisions made by the GA on its areas of competence have been accepted, and the principles of the Charter tend to be broadly interpreted.\(^5\)

Finally, the breadth of the authority of the GA is dependent on the current status of the Charter.\(^1\) The reference to the ‘powers and functions of any organs provided for in the present Charter’ in Art. 10 has no independent significance. The ‘scope of this Charter’ is identical with the competence of the UN as set down in the Charter. The authority of the GA therefore also includes the power to discuss matters which are related to the function of any organ provided for in the Charter.\(^2\)

### III. Limitations

The authority of the GA to hold discussions, as described above, is not subject to any further constraints. The reservation contained in Art. 10 and referring to Art. 12 relates only to the GA’s power of recommendation, but not to its power of discussion.\(^3\) Similarly, Art. 11 (2) cl 2 does not preclude discussion;\(^4\) on the contrary, this section even contains (p. 470) the statement ‘either before or after discussions’. Nor does Art. 11 (3) limit the power of discussion of the GA. Finally, according to Art. 10, the GA does not require a matter to be referred to it, as provided for in Art. 11 (2) cl 1, but rather possesses the right to initiate discussion concerning any matter whatsoever.

### C. The Power to Make Recommendations

#### I. Position

The GA’s power to make recommendations parallels its power of discussion (see MN 8–20).\(^5\) The GA also has the right to initiate recommendations. It is thus not dependent on a referral from another party.

#### II. Execution

Whether the GA makes use of its power of recommendation is also at its discretion (cf MN 4). However, when the conditions stated in Art. 12 (1) apply, the GA may only make recommendations at the request of the SC; and in the case of Art. 13 (1), the GA even has a duty to make recommendations.

#### III. Limitations

The GA’s power of recommendation is subject to the reservation of Art. 12 as stated in Art. 10. Accordingly, the GA may not make any recommendations concerning a dispute or situation which endangers world peace as long as the SC is performing the duties assigned to it. This is a procedural restriction aimed at ensuring the performance of the functions of the SC in the maintenance of peace and international security, and at avoiding any overlap with recommendations of the GA. The restriction is to be understood as being purely temporal in nature (see Klein and Schmahl on Art. 12 MN 1, 2).\(^6\) Therefore, the GA is not prevented from exercising its power to make recommendations, as long as the SC is not dealing with that issue at the same time.\(^7\)

On the other hand, the GA’s power of recommendation is not restricted by Art. 11 (3), which was added in San Francisco in order to strengthen the position of the GA (see Klein and Schmahl on Art. 11 MN 34).\(^8\)

It is unclear whether a restriction of the GA’s power of recommendation results from Art. 11 (2) cl 2 and opinions differ on this point. According to one opinion, Art. 11 (2) cl 2 is understood merely as a procedural requirement which does not limit the competence of the GA, but only leads to a temporal limitation of its power to make recommendations as contained in Art. 12 (1). Under the other interpretation, a material restriction on (p. 471) the GA’s freedom of action is effected.\(^9\) The dispute centres on the question of whether Art. 10 gives the GA the authority to recommend enforcement measures. This raises the problem of...
reconciling the Uniting for Peace Resolution (UNGA Res 377 (V) (3 November 1950), which was passed in connection with the Korean Crisis (see MN 37), with the UN Charter. The most important passage of this resolution reads as follows:

[The General Assembly] resolves that if the Security Council, because of lack of unanimity of the permanent members, fails to exercise its primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security in any case where there appears to be a threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression, the General Assembly shall consider the matter immediately with a view to making appropriate recommendations to Members for collective measures, including in the case of a breach of the peace or act of aggression the use of armed force, when necessary, to maintain or restore international peace and security. If not in session at the time, the General Assembly may meet in emergency special session within twenty-four hours of the request therefore.

If one considers only the wording of Art. 10, the power of recommendation is only restricted by the reservation of Art. 12. Accordingly, the GA could simply recommend enforcement measures with the aim of protecting or restoring peace, since, based on Art. 1 (1), these recommendations fall within the scope of the Charter.

However, such an interpretation is contradicted, above all, by the legislative history of the Charter. Article 3 (3) of the Covenant of the League of Nations empowered the Assembly to deliberate ‘over every question which falls within the area of activity of the confederation or which concerns world peace’. The same power was given to the Council according to Art. 4 (4) of the Covenant of the League of Nations. In order to avoid this sort of jurisdictional overlap in the UN Charter, the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals did not contain any general clauses of this type, but rather saw a clear distinction between the duties and powers of the GA and those of the SC, and above all a two-fold limitation of the powers of the GA. Thus, the powers of the GA were, first, to be limited to discussion, advice, and the making of recommendations, with the power to take action resting in the SC. Secondly, the GA’s powers of discussion and of recommendation were to concern, above all, economic and social matters, while being limited in political questions; in particular, the GA was to have no right of initiative, and was to be debarred from making recommendations in matters concerning the maintenance of peace and international security with which the SC was occupied.

At the San Francisco Conference, there was a conflict of interests between the Great Powers, which supported a concentration of power in the SC, and the smaller States, which wanted to strengthen the position of the GA, especially as a forum for discussion and recommendation. It had, for example, already been proposed by Costa Rica at the Dumbarton Oaks Conference that the GA should have the power at least to suggest measures aimed at the maintenance of peace and the realization of those principles constituting the basis of the Organization. More far-reaching proposals by Guatemala and Egypt, namely that the decisions of the SC regarding enforcement measures should be presented to the GA for examination and approval, did not gain acceptance. The current text was finally agreed on as a compromise. In this way, the efforts of the smaller States to extend the competence of the GA at the San Francisco Conference were at least partially successful, in that the specifications of Art. 10 were included in the UN Charter, thus laying down the comprehensive jurisdiction of the GA. Nevertheless, the basic principle of the predominance of the Great Powers, which is expressed in the competences of the SC, had not been altered. Hence, according to the understanding of the founders, the GA was excluded from making recommendations in the area of collective security (Chapter VII).

This result finds support in a consideration of the relationship between Art. 10 and Art. 11, especially Art. 11 (2). Article 10 is defined by Art. 11 (1) with regard to general principles, and through Art. 11 (2) with regard to specific questions concerning the maintenance of international peace and security. Article 11 (2) cl 2 specifies the GA’s duty of referral for questions which require ‘action’. For this reason, the scope of responsibility of the GA depends on the interpretation of the term ‘action’; the narrower the term, the broader the competence of the GA. There is agreement that ‘actions’ go beyond the discussion of matters and the making of recommendations—otherwise Art. 11 (2) cl 1 would be meaningless—and that the term refers to actions by the SC. What is controversial, however, is whether this is to be understood as including all the actions of the SC according to Chapters V–VIII of the Charter, or only its enforcement measures according to Chapter VII. The ICJ has adopted the following position on this question in its Advisory Opinion on
The Court considers that the kind of action referred to in Article 11, paragraph 2, is coercive or enforcement action. This paragraph, which applies not merely to general questions relating to peace and security, but also to specific cases brought before the General Assembly by a State under Article 35, in its first sentence empowers the General Assembly, by means of recommendations to States or to the Security Council, or to both, to organize peace-keeping operations, at the request, or with the consent, of the States concerned. This power of the General Assembly is a special power which in no way derogates from its general powers under Article 10 or Article 14, except as limited by the last sentence of Article 11, paragraph 2. This last sentence says that when ‘action’ is necessary the General Assembly shall refer the question to the Security Council. The word action must mean such action as is solely within the province of the Security Council. It cannot refer to recommendations which the Security Council might make, as for instance under Article 38, because the General Assembly under Article 11 has a comparable power. The ‘action’ which is solely within the province of the Security Council is that which is indicated by the title of Chapter VII of the Charter, namely ‘Action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts of aggression’. If the word ‘action’ in Article 11, paragraph 2, were interpreted to mean that the General Assembly could make recommendations only of a general character affecting peace and security in the abstract, and not in relation to specific cases, the paragraph would not have provided that the General Assembly may make recommendations on questions brought before it by States or by the Security Council. Accordingly, the last sentence of Article 11, paragraph 2, has no application where the necessary action is not enforcement action.

The Practice of the Organization throughout its history bears out the foregoing elucidation of the term ‘action’ in the last sentence of Article 11, paragraph 2. Whether the General Assembly proceeds under Article 11 or under Article 14, the implementation of its recommendations for setting up commissions or other bodies involves organizational activity—action—in connection with the maintenance of international peace and security. Such implementation is a normal feature of the functioning of the United Nations. Such committees, commissions or other bodies or individuals, constitute, in some cases, subsidiary organs established under the authority of Article 22 of the Charter. The functions of the General Assembly for which it may establish such subsidiary organs include, for example, investigation, observation and supervision, but the way in which such subsidiary organs are utilized depends on the consent of the State or States concerned.

30 From this formulation, however, it remains unclear whether recommendations of the GA can also include the adoption of enforcement measures. Consideration of the fundamental division of functions between the SC and the GA, and also the practice of the Organization, support the interpretation that the authority of the GA is only limited by Art. 11 (2) cl 2 when the GA is of the opinion that binding enforcement measures according to Chapter VII of the Charter, for which the SC alone is responsible, are to be decided upon.

31 There is a decisive difference between the recommendation of enforcement actions, and the actual taking of such measures. This is illustrated by the formal definition of the term ‘enforcement’, according to which the existence of an ‘enforcement action’ is not determined by the character of the action itself but by the binding nature of the measure taken. Therefore, a non-binding recommendation is not to be considered as ‘action’, so that the GA is not prevented by Art. 11 (2) cl 2 from recommending coercive measures. This norm only recalls the fact that the GA shall not take any enforcement measures binding on all member States. Kelsen makes a similar argument when he emphasizes that the necessity of an ‘action’ is decided upon by the GA, in most cases after discussions have been held. Referring a question to the SC would therefore also constitute a request to the SC to take enforcement action. In any case, the SC is not bound by decisions of the GA and is totally free in its further actions.

32 A glance at the practice up to the present time shows that the GA favours this opinion, since it has from the outset made recommendations on the question of safeguarding peace. On the Spanish question, it recommended, for example, in Res 39 (I) (12 December 1946) which was quoted earlier, that the member States of the UN recall their ambassadors from Madrid, a measure which came close to breaking off diplomatic relations with Spain, and which approached a coercive measure under Art. 41 of the Charter. In
The GA directed the attention of the SC towards the Palestine question and recommended, among other things, the use of enforcement measures according to Arts 39 and 41 to effect the partition plan recommended by the GA (see Klein and Schmahl on Art. 11 MN 35). Furthermore, the GA called upon Albania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia in Res 193 (III) (27 November 1948) concerning the Greek question, to discontinue their aid to insurgent groups in Northern Greece, and recommended that the member States of the UN (p. 474) forbid the export of raw materials to Greece’s neighbouring States. Finally, on the South African Question, the GA went so far as to consider the continuation of the apartheid policy as a danger to peace and recommended that the member States adopt diplomatic and economic sanctions according to Chapter VII (Art. 41); moreover, it called upon the SC to take ‘appropriate’ measures in order to ensure compliance with the resolution of the GA. Since that time, the GA has often repeated resolutions with a similar content (see MN 13). Even if GA practice has not always been unambiguous and has, on the whole, been rather restrained with respect to recommendations of enforcement measures, it has nevertheless achieved considerable importance for the interpretation of the UN Charter as a multilateral treaty.

The opinion that recommendations of the GA may include coercive measures is confirmed by looking at the purpose of the Charter. The highest aspiration of the UN is the safeguarding of peace, which is best achieved by combined teleological and functional interpretation; this in turn calls for a comparison of the powers granted to the GA and the SC. According to Art. 24 (1), the SC has a primary but not exclusive responsibility for the maintenance of world peace and international security. On the basis of Arts 10, 11, and 14, the GA has a secondary and—relative to the SC—subsidiary responsibility in questions concerning the safeguarding of peace. This interpretation is confirmed by the statements of the ICJ in its Advisory Opinion on Certain Expenses (1962) in which it states, regarding Art. 24 of the Charter:

The responsibility conferred is ‘primary’, not exclusive. This primary responsibility is conferred upon the Security Council, as stated in Article 24, ‘in order to ensure prompt and effective action’. To this end, it is the Security Council which is given a power to impose an explicit obligation of compliance if for example it issues an order or command to an aggressor under Chapter VII. It is only the Security Council which can require enforcement by coercive action against an aggressor.

The Charter makes it abundantly clear, however, that the General Assembly is also to be concerned with international peace and security. Article 14 authorizes the General Assembly to ‘recommend measures for the peaceful adjustment of any situation, regardless of origin, which it deems likely to impair the general welfare or friendly relations among nations, including situations resulting from a violation of the provisions of the present Charter setting forth the purposes and principles of the United Nations’. The word ‘measures’ implies some kind of action, and the only limitation which Article 14 imposes on the General Assembly is the restriction found in Article 12, namely that the Assembly should not recommend measures while the Security Council is dealing with the same matter unless the Council requests it to do so. Thus while it is the Security Council which, exclusively, may order coercive action, the functions and powers conferred by the Charter on the General Assembly are not confined to discussion, consideration, the initiation of studies and the making of recommendations; they are not merely hortatory.

The ICJ further upheld this crucial position regarding the GA’s responsibility and competences of engagement in its later Advisory Opinions on Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (2004) and on Accordance with International Law of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in Respect of Kosovo (2010).

From this it can be concluded that in the exercise of its secondary responsibility, the GA may take ‘effective collective measures’ as stated in Art. 1 (1), including the recommendation of coercive measures, in order to realize the safeguarding of world peace as the highest goal of the UN. This power was not first given to the GA through the Uniting for Peace Resolution, but rather can be said to belong to the GA by virtue of the spirit of the Charter itself.

As a result, it can be established that a duty of referral on the part of the GA according to Art. 11 (2) cl 2 arises only when, in the opinion of the GA, binding enforcement measures should be taken by the SC according to Chapter VII of the Charter. The general power of the GA to recommend enforcement measures...
Finally, the powers of the GA contained in Art. 10 are likewise not limited by Art. 106 which had the function of empowering France and the parties of the Moscow Four-Power Agreement of 1943, for a transitory period and after mutual consultation, to take necessary military measures to safeguard world peace in the name of the UN. This power was to remain until, on the basis of the conclusion of special agreements according to Art. 43, the SC was able to effect military sanctions under Art. 42. Since no special agreements were ever concluded, it is to be assumed that Art. 106 and—according to some authors—also Art. 42 are meaningless. For an action under Art. 42, the agreements necessary under Art. 43 are lacking. Article 106, on the other hand, grants a purely transitional authority until the SC has the ability to act, and is likewise of no significance today. Even if one accepts that Art. 106 has not become completely obsolete, its scope of application is restricted to common action in the absence of a functioning SC that is able to act according to Art. 42. Other cases of inability to act as foreseen in the Uniting for Peace Resolution lie outside the scope of application of Art. 106. Competences of the GA can at most be affected by Art. 106 where a recommendation by the GA directing the SC to act according to Art. 42 could not be carried out for lack of authority to act. Recommendations of other forms of military action, such as a call to support a State in compliance with Art. 51 of the UN Charter, or to the formation of or participation in peacekeeping forces, are a priori unaffected by Art. 106.

37 During the Korean Crisis which had led to the adoption of the Uniting for Peace Resolution, the GA made use of the powers assigned to it by the Resolution. After a veto (p. 476) (following the return of the Soviet representative) rendered the SC unable to act, the GA stated in Res 498 (V) (1 February 1951) that the Chinese People’s Government had been guilty of an attack, and called upon the member States to aid the UN and to place their military forces under the UN Supreme Command. In Res 500 (V) (18 May 1951) the GA recommended the imposition of a weapons and war materials embargo over the area controlled by the Chinese People’s government and the North Korean authorities.

38 Subsequent practice has shown, however, that the idea of collective security, as practised by the GA in the Korean Crisis, could not be applied in later conflict situations. It instead appears that the GA itself is well aware of the prohibition against the use of force as laid down in Art. 2 (4), including the danger of eroding this norm at a time when international tension is still prevalent on the one hand, and of the fundamental and primary function of the SC with regard to the settlement of disputes on the other. For this reason, the Uniting for Peace Resolution was never used thereafter as a legal basis for measures against aggression, and the GA has, in particular, made no decision on the gathering of troops against an aggressor State. This is true although there have been recently several occasions where a revitalization of the Uniting for Peace Resolution was seen as a possible way to restore peace and security. During the humanitarian crisis in Kosovo in 1999, the Western States could have invoked the Uniting for Peace Resolution in order to authorize their actions later taken by NATO troops. After the lack of unanimity of the permanent members in the SC on military actions in Iraq (2003), the US-controlled coalition relinquished discussing relevant measures within the GA. In both cases, the initiating coalitions were obviously afraid that they would not obtain the needed majority when asking the GA for support.

39 Although the Uniting for Peace Resolution has not been used for taking measures since the Korean Crisis, a revivification might occur in connection with the concept of ‘R2P’ (MN 15). At least ICISS considers Res 377 (V) as a possible alternative to seeking support for military action if the SC fails to exercise its responsibility grounded in ‘R2P’. The GA itself has not dismissed its responsibility as outlined in Res 377 (V) in a recent description of its role and authority (UNGA Res 60/286, Annex I (8 September 2006)). Other UN organs, such as the ICJ and the GS, also continuously recall the GA’s (secondary) responsibility as laid down in the Charter and the Uniting for Peace Resolution.

40 However, Res 377 (V) has, in practice, merely served as an authorization for peacekeeping actions and for the convocation of emergency special sessions (see Klein and Schmähl on Art. 12 MN 29, 30), where the non-members of the SC are given the opportunity to comment on the proceedings and decisions of the SC. The first such session of the GA was called by the SC on the occasion of the Suez Crisis in November.
1956, with the agreement of the Soviet Union, although the latter had earlier spoken out against the adoption of the Uniting for Peace Resolution. The GA passed recommendations calling for the immediate cessation of armed conflict and the withdrawal of foreign troops from the occupied areas. Furthermore, it gave the SG the task of forming UNEF (United Nations Emergency Forces in the Near East) and so decisively contributed to the containment of the conflict. The subsequent special emergency sessions on the Hungarian Crisis (1956), on the situation in Lebanon (1958), and on the Congo question (1960) largely corresponded to the aims of Res 377 (V) in terms of their convocation procedure, implementation, and results, and in none of these cases did the GA make use of its extended sphere of competence. In its decision No 303 (XXVI) (6 December 1971) on the India-Pakistan dispute over Bangladesh (1971), the SC cited the Uniting for Peace Resolution and referred the matter to the GA, because a lack of unanimity among the permanent members prevented it from exercising its competence (cf Klein and Schmahl on Art. 12 MN 26). Thereupon, in Res 2793 (XXVI) (7 December 1971) the GA urged India and Pakistan to introduce a ceasefire, but did not recommend any compulsory measures. The tenth and, to date, last emergency special session was convened in 1997 following the rejection of two draft resolutions concerning Israeli settlements by the SC and deals with asserted ‘Illegal Israeli actions in occupied East Jerusalem and the rest of the Occupied Palestinian Territory’. The session has not come to its end yet and has not produced major input on the ongoing conflict in the Middle East. It rather contributes to the transformation of the Uniting for Peace Resolution from a once promising useful instrument into another forum for rhetorical debate. The only practical outcome was that the members of the session initiated the request for an Advisory Opinion (Art. 96 (1)) from the ICJ in the Israeli Wall Case. Finally, it can be concluded that the security system laid down in the Uniting for Peace Resolution has not asserted itself in practice. Nevertheless, the ability of the UN to act in crisis situations, in particular in the field of peacekeeping measures, has increased, as the example of the special emergency sessions has shown.

IV. Addressees of Recommendations

According to the wording of Art. 10, the GA can direct recommendations to the members of the UN, to the SC, or to both. To that extent, Art. 10 is narrower than Art. 11 (2) cl 1, under which recommendations can also be addressed to non-members. In practice, the GA has directed its recommendations to numerous States and has not restricted itself to those named in Art. 10. Thus, recommendations have been made to ‘all member states’, to ‘member states’, to ‘certain member states’, to ‘specific member states’, to ‘all states’, to ‘designated states’, to ‘states’, to ‘all governments or countries’, to ‘certain governments’, to ‘nuclear powers’, to ‘non-nuclear powers’, to ‘governments or parties concerned’, to ‘colonial powers’, to ‘mandatory states’, to ‘occupying powers’, to ‘specific subsidiary organs’, to ‘people of a member state or a territory’, to ‘special authorities’, to ‘government institutions’, to ‘non-governmental organizations’, to ‘the private sector’, to ‘the media’, to ‘civil society’, to ‘petitioners’, and to ‘individual persons’. Recommendations have also been directed to the SC, its permanent members, to the SG, to the Secretariat, to the United Nations, to the specialized agencies, to the subsidiary organs of the GA, to ECOSOC, to the funds and programmes of the UN System, to specific international organizations, and to the ‘international community’.

D. Form and Legal Nature of Recommendations

I. Concept

The Charter of the UN uses the terms ‘recommendations’ and ‘decisions’ to describe acts of the GA. This terminology does not reflect any clear legal distinction; ‘decision’ is used in part as a collective term for all acts (as in Art. 18 (2), without consideration of their contents), but also, in part, to mean a legally binding internal decision (Art. 4 (2)).

II. The Practical Use of Terms

In practice, acts of the GA are issued in the form of ‘resolutions’, ‘declarations’, or ‘decisions’. The meaning of the term ‘resolution’, which does not appear in the Charter, is the most comprehensive
The term ‘declaration’, likewise not contained in the Charter, is used by the GA for resolutions which claim to express political or legal principles of particular importance, which sometimes intend to embody general rules of public international law. The greater (p. 479) importance of a declaration can also be emphasized by its enactment in a particularly solemn way and, in some cases, also through its designation as a ‘Charter’. Where principles are solemnly declared, relevant charters frequently aim at making States aware of novel international public interests and at the eventual codification thereof. Examples of the most important declarations which have attained a quasi-legislative function are: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 10 December 1948, Res 217 (III); the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples of 14 December 1960, Res 1514 (XV); the Declaration on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources of 14 December 1962, Res 1803 (XVII); the Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space of 13 December 1963, Res 1962 (XXVIII); the Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations of 24 October 1970, Res 2625 (XXV); the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States, passed on 12 December 1974 as Res 3281 (XXIX); the Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes of 15 November 1982, Res 37/10; and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of 13 September 2007, Res 61/295.

The Charter empowers the GA to decide specific matters in the form of a legally binding ‘ruling’. These specific matters are questions of a technical or organizational nature, such as the admission, suspension, and expulsion of members (Arts 4, 5, and 6), amendments to the Charter (Arts 108 and 109), the election of members to organs or committees (Arts 23, 61, 97), or budget questions (Art. 17). Most recently, the GA decided, for example, to admit the Republic of South Sudan to membership in the UN, after having received the respective recommendation of the SC (UNGA Res 65/308 (14 July 2011)). Furthermore, the GA suspended, for example, the rights of membership of Libyan Arab Jamahiriya in the Human Rights Council (UNGA Res 65/265 (1 March 2011)), and restored them after the new Libyan regime had made commitments to uphold its obligations under international human rights law (UNGA Res 66/11 (18 November 2011)). The authority of the GA to make legally binding decisions only covers the area relating to internal organization, ie to ‘housekeeping matters’. For all other matters, the Charter speaks of ‘recommendations’.

### III. Legal Nature and Legal Effect

It has recently been maintained, in keeping with the UN claim of universality, that resolutions passed with a particularly qualified majority attain a legally binding effect. Similar views are held regarding resolutions effecting a more concrete understanding of (p. 480) the provisions of the Charter, or aimed at the codification of rules of customary international law. Additionally, in the eighth preambular paragraph of Res 3232 (XXIX) (12 November 1974) the GA has recognized that:

> the development of international law may be reflected, *inter alia*, by declarations and resolutions of the General Assembly which may to that extent be taken into consideration by the International Court of Justice.

Moreover, the ICJ has held, in the *Nicaragua* Case, in relation to the Friendly Relations Declaration, that:

> The effect of consent to the text of such resolution cannot be understood as merely that of a ‘reiteration or elucidation’ of the treaty commitment undertaken in the Charter. On the contrary it may be understood as an acceptance of the validity of the rule or set of rules declared by the resolution by themselves...It would therefore seem apparent that the attitude referred to expresses an *opinio juris* respecting such rule (or set of rules), to be henceforth treated separately from the provisions, especially those of institutional kind, to which it is subject on the treaty-law plane of the Charter.
These formulae seem to indicate that the GA and the ICJ share the view that GA declarations alone can be seen as embodiments of rules of international law. However, this view does not seem to be an expression of the proper state of international law in force. For one, several governments have expressed their opposition to the GA's formula, and have declared that they would not have supported it had there been a separate vote on it.\(^4\) In turn, the judgment in the Nicaragua Case is contradictory in itself because the ICJ has stressed, later in its judgment, that it 'must satisfy itself that the existence of the rule in the opino iuris of States is confirmed by practice'\(^5\) —although it has not adhered to this test throughout the judgment.\(^6\) It is therefore a logical consequence that the ICJ in its Advisory Opinion of 8 July 1996 (Nuclear Weapons Case) expressly notes that GA resolutions may sometimes have a normative value, although they are not legally binding stricto sensu on member States.\(^7\)

48 The Charter (Arts 10–14) gives the GA the power to make ‘recommendations’. According to the text, this means a non-binding exhortation. In general international usage, a recommendation describes a legal act which expresses a desire, but which is not binding on the addressees.\(^8\)

49 The legislative history of the Charter also supports this interpretation. At the San Francisco Conference, a proposal presented by the Philippines expressly to vest the GA with the legislative competence to enact rules of international law was unequivocally (p. 481) rejected.\(^9\) On the other hand, the lack of a legislative function was precisely the pre-condition for the granting of an extensive power of discussion and recommendation. The lack of legislative competence of the GA was confirmed by the decision of the ICJ in the South-West Africa Case, which states: ‘Resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly...are not binding, but only recommendatory in character.’\(^10\)

50 Of course, the resolutions of the GA could have a binding effect if the GA was entitled to make authentic and binding interpretations of the Charter.\(^11\) Such a power was, however, expressly denied the GA at the founding Conference in San Francisco. The Belgian proposal already made at the Dumbarton Oaks Conference, namely to incorporate a provision to that effect into the Charter, was unsuccessful.\(^12\) Judgments of the ICJ thus far have not contradicted this point. In the Advisory Opinion of 20 July 1962 mentioned above (Certain Expenses Case), the ICJ acknowledged that every organ itself must in the first instance interpret the specifications of its competence as laid down in the Charter; there is, however, no mention of a binding effect on the member States.\(^13\) It follows that the GA does not enjoy a privilege of interpretation; this would require an alteration of the Charter under Arts 108 and 109.\(^14\)

51 The legal effect of resolutions of the GA has been a matter of heated debate.\(^15\) There seems to be general agreement that GA resolutions may in some instances constitute evidence of customary international law. They may help to crystallize emerging customary international law or contribute to the formation of new customary international law. But, as the Final ILA Report on Formation of Customary General International Law notes,\(^16\) GA resolutions do not ipso facto create new rules of customary international law. GA resolutions can at most be used as evidence of customary international law or a general principle of law.\(^17\) In that sense, they may be regarded as auxiliary sources of international law.\(^18\)

(p. 482) 52 Further, the adoption of a resolution could be interpreted as the conclusion of an agreement under international law in the sense of Art. 38 (1) (a) of the Statute of the ICJ. This theory, however, would require that the consent expressed in the formal voting procedure expressed an intention to enter into treaty obligations.\(^19\) One problem with this is the fact that representatives of the member States can influence the wishes of the GA while being themselves led by political considerations. Moreover, abstention from voting and express opposition would not be compatible with the construction of a contractually binding effect. Finally, a difference in procedure should be pointed out; the conclusion of a treaty requires, in principle, according to general rules of public international law (cf Art. 11 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties), the express agreement of the States involved to be legally bound.\(^20\) A vote neither satisfies these procedural requirements nor expresses an intent of the States to assume contractual obligations vis-à-vis other States. Nevertheless, resolutions of the GA can make an important contribution to the further development of international treaty law, by developing principles which are later often incorporated into international agreements.\(^21\) The two Covenants of 1966, for example, concerning civil and political, as well as economic, social, and cultural rights, were developed from the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 (Res 217 (III) (10 December 1948)); additionally, the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 was based on a declaration of the GA dating from 1963 on the activities of States in the exploration and
53 Obviously, GA declarations convey strong indications of elements of the international ordre public. They have been ascribed such ‘authority’ so as to function as a starting point, frame, and scheme for discussing and establishing certain rules of customary international law.\(^{130}\) However, given their non-binding character it is necessary to examine further whether declarations contained in resolutions can acquire a binding legal status by way of customary international law (Art. 38 (1) (b) of the ICJ Statute). A prerequisite (p. 483) for the creation of customary international law is a uniform and consistent State practice, coupled with the conviction of the States that their actions satisfy a legal obligation.\(^{531}\) This subjective element in the development of customary international law can be seen in voting behaviour in the GA, in cases where the text of a resolution expressly points out that the States are expressing an \emph{opinio iuris} with their vote, or where this is evident from the circumstances. There is an ongoing discussion as to whether the notion of State practice has come to entail expressions conveyed through the channels of contemporary international communication and interaction, ie to a certain extent statements rather than actions would qualify as evidence of \emph{opinio iuris}. However, it seems that this proposition would only cover declarations made by individual States.\(^{132}\) But voting behaviour alone is not sufficient to establish ‘State practice’ and would, therefore, remain outside the ambit of this extended understanding of the term.\(^{134}\) Rather, States must confirm their legal conviction through actual behaviour outside the Organization. This was demonstrated in the judgment of the ICJ in the \emph{Continental Shelf} Cases. Accordingly, an indispensable prerequisite for the creation of new customary international law is that the practice of the States, especially of those whose interests are particularly affected, is exercised thoroughly and consistently—even if only for a short time—in keeping with the rule in question. Furthermore, the practice should evidence general recognition of a legal obligation.\(^{135}\) For this reason, the theory of ‘instant customary international law’ must be rejected since the accepted definition of customary international law would then lose its elements of ‘State practice’.

54 Resolutions of the GA also play an important role in the development of customary international law by forming a basis for States to act appropriately, and can accelerate the generation of norms of customary international law by promptly articulating new problems (eg the accessibility of outer space and the ocean floor).\(^{137}\) Additionally, individual resolutions of the GA have significance for judgments of the ICJ in determining customary international law, inasmuch as the \emph{opinio iuris} can, with due caution, be derived from the attitude of States with regard to the recommendations of the GA.\(^{538}\) One such judgment considered whether acceptance of the prohibition of the threat or use of force could be derived from the Declaration of Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations (Res 2625 (XXV) (24 October 1970)).\(^{139}\) Furthermore, (p. 484) individual statements in resolutions of the GA reflect rules of customary international law.\(^{140}\) Finally, State practice knows examples where governments have relied on GA resolutions as embodying rules of international law. For instance in an answer to a parliamentary question the German government has invoked the Friendly Relations Declaration in favour of its view that raising funds for financing arms purchases by liberation movements be prohibited.\(^{141}\)

55 On one occasion the GA has held, by way of adoption of a resolution, that a certain international agreement has acquired the character of customary international law. Thus, Res 2603 (XXV) states that the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925 ‘embodies the generally recognized rules of international law prohibiting the use in international armed conflicts of all biological and chemical methods of warfare, regardless of any technical developments’. However, many UN member States doubted whether the adoption of a resolution was the appropriate procedure for ascribing the character of custom to the rules contained in a treaty.\(^{142}\)

56 It is widely acknowledged that UNGA resolutions may under certain circumstances constitute evidence of existing customary law. In its Advisory Opinion on the \emph{Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons} the
ICJ has noted that resolutions ‘can in certain circumstances, provide evidence important for establishing the existence of a rule or of emergence of an opinio juris’. The final report of the International Law Association at its London conference also recognizes that resolutions of the GA may expressly or impliedly ascertain that a customary rule exists and can constitute rebuttable evidence that such is the case.

57 Finally, the adoption of resolutions by the GA may be seen as an acceptance of general principles of law in the sense of Art. 38 (1) (c) of the ICJ Statute. According to the legislative history of the Statute, these principles originate in concordant national laws, which by way of analogy and comparison become a component of international law. They also include concepts which have developed as principles of form and models of behaviour for new factual conditions in the international legal community. However, as far as relevant in the present context, GA resolutions as such do not have any legislative character whatsoever: they can only form the basis for presuming the creation of a general principle. Yet general principles can only be regarded as legally binding if they are expressly recognized by those UN member States. This has not been the case to date. Consequently, it is not possible to classify the content of GA resolutions under one of the categories of Art. 38 (1) (c) of the ICJ Statute.

58 The majority view is that the list in Art. 38 of the ICJ Statute is not a complete enumeration of the sources of public international law. An extension of the authority of the GA could therefore occur—apart from a formal revision of the Charter in compliance (p. 485) with Arts 108 and 109—by way of development of the law through ‘formless, inter-state consent’ of member States, which is said to constitute the original source of public international law and to be superimposed on the sources of public international law contained in Art. 38 of the ICJ Statute. Because of the sovereignty principle contained in Art. 2 (1) of the Charter, such a change would require at least the same majority as a formal amendment of the Charter; ie a two-thirds majority of the members of the GA, including all permanent members of the SC, would have to consent to a declaration in order to give it legally binding effect. The unanimous acceptance of a resolution by the GA is, however, still not proof but merely an indication of the existence of such consent. Real consent only arises when ‘States recognise the content of a resolution as international law before, during or after voting on it by unilateral declarations, implicit acts, or by unopposed acceptance of the respective legal statements’.

59 It is, however, doubtful whether under certain circumstances GA resolutions adopted unanimously or almost unanimously, and which evince a clear intention on the part of their supporters to lay down a rule of international law, are capable, exceptionally, of creating general customary law by the mere fact of their adoption, as indicated by the Final Report of the International Law Association, adopted at its London Conference 2000. It should be noted, however, that the Final ILA Report stresses that it will be extremely rare that there exists a clear intention of the parties to the resolution to lay down a rule of law. The intentions of governments may be hard to determine. Unanimity or a ‘consensus’ vote does not necessarily establish an intention to create a rule of law. Furthermore, the ILA Report concedes that even in the case of unanimous resolutions on outer space, which was largely ‘virgin territory’ before the adoption of those resolutions and therefore apparently a suitable candidate for the creation of new law, Cheng had concluded, after a careful analysis of the relevant resolutions, that there was not a sufficiently widespread or representative agreement that their content should be instant customary law. The assumption, however, by the ILA Report, that if governments choose to take their formal stands by means of a GA resolution and if it can be shown that States as a whole really did consent to the rules set out in the resolution, there is no reason why this should not count. It neglects the legal nature of GA resolutions. As Judge Lauterpacht argued in his Separate Opinion in Voting Procedure on Questions Relating to Reports and Petitions Concerning the Territory of South-West Africa, ‘the absence of full legal binding force in the resolutions of the GA is…fundamental and…rudimentary proposition’. Thus, even if one would subscribe in general to the assumption, stated in the ILA Final Report, the condition may only be met under very exceptional circumstances. A large majority of votes certainly does not meet the test. As the ICJ has stated in its 1996 Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, the reiteration of a resolution asserting the illegality of the threat or use of nuclear weapons is not (p. 486) sufficient; in the light of the opposition of nuclear-weapon States to these resolutions, the ICJ felt unable to hold that they represented binding customary law. Therefore, even repetition of the same alleged rule in a series of resolutions does not of itself add to the legal obligation.

60 According to another view, declarations of the GA are to be seen as new sources of public international law when they meet the following criteria:
According to both views, the acceptance of ‘true consent’ or the necessary degree of agreement does not depend on a marked numerical majority alone; what matters is that States whose interests are particularly affected need to have agreed to the rule in question. The Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States, which was passed by an overwhelming majority (Res 3281 (XXIX) (12 December 1974)) is one example. The Western industrialized States, which were mainly affected, did not agree with this resolution and, in order to dispel any doubt, documented their objections in formal reservations, which are normally only made in connection with international agreements. In practice, few declarations quoted in the literature as examples of a quasi-legislative function of the GA have been able to fulfil the abovementioned prerequisites for a legally binding effect. The unanimously accepted Outer Space Declaration of the GA (Res 1962 (XVIII) (13 December 1963)) probably comes closest, since the representatives of both the United States and the Soviet Union, the only air space powers at the time, expressed their intention to respect the legal principles laid down in the resolution.

To sum up, ‘[t]he evidential value of [GA] resolutions varies from case to case and cannot be assessed once and for all’. It appears that generally resolutions of the GA are not legally binding but do help to form and shape new public international law and are thus an important material source of both treaty and customary international law.

Finally, the significance of GA resolutions is emphasized by judgments of the ICJ attributing specific legal effect to them. In its Advisory Opinions on Namibia and on the Western Sahara, for example, the ICJ designated the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (Res 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960)) as the basis for the process of decolonization, which since 1960 has led to the creation of many new States, now members of the UN. In its decision in the Nicaragua Case, the ICJ referred to UNGA Res 2625 (XXV) (24 October 1970) in order to distinguish between various types of force and to confirm the principle of non-intervention. In addition, constant practice of the UN (Res 380 (V) (17 November 1950), 2131 (XX) (21 December 1965), 2625 (XXV) (26 October 1970), and 3314 (XXIX) (14 December 1974)) was presented as evidence for the contention that protracted State involvement in the activities of armed insurgent troops constituted a prohibited use of force under Art. 2 (4).

IV. Other Significance, Especially Political Effect

Since the creation of the UN, the GA has been used as a forum for the articulation of the various political interests of the member States, but also as an instrument for advancing the individual interests of specific major powers or groups of States. For a long time in particular, the ‘Group of 77’, which has grown to almost 120 Third World States, has made political and social demands on the Western industrialized countries to redistribute wealth to benefit developing nations. Thus, declarations of the GA have frequently led to a reconsideration of development issues at the national level.

Even if a State has no legal consequences to fear from disregarding GA decisions supported by a large majority of the international community, it exposes itself to international disapproval via the GA. In the long run, no State can do this without being pushed into the position of an outsider. On the other hand, a large numerical majority is not in itself sufficient to establish a GA resolution as an emerging principle requiring at least moral acceptance. Occasionally, the Third World States have used their majority in an extremely unfair manner in the GA, thereby inflicting damage on the Organization, eg by passing Res 3379 (XXX) (10 November 1975) stating that Zionism was a type of racism and racial discrimination. This resolution was finally annulled in 1991, not only weakened the influence of the UN on Israel, but also tarnished its relationship with the United States, its major contributor. In the final analysis, only balanced compromises serve to establish a lawful order within the community of States and to realize the political goals of the Charter.

Furthermore, the question arises as to whether resolutions of the GA can legally justify conduct by
member States which would otherwise be contrary to international law. Most, if not all, cases of voluntary
agreement on the use of sanctions, eg against South Africa, have been such that the application of the sanctions did not conflict with public international law. Nevertheless, it cannot be assumed that a decision of the SC or a resolution of the GA can be used as a justification simply because the recommendations are made within the scope of the authority of the UN. It is not within the province of the GA nor of other organs of the UN to authorize the release of member States from their duties under public international law or to suspend the effect of law already in force. The claim that resolutions of the GA have a legally justifying effect is, therefore, to be rejected. On the other hand, one must recognize that legal interpretations expressed by a large majority of States representing the ‘world community’ can attain considerable political (p. 488) weight, making it very difficult for the affected State to maintain a diverging legal position; or to put it differently, GA resolutions may shift the burden of argument to this State.

According to the ICJ Advisory Opinion on Certain Expenses of the United Nations, recommendations of the GA gain special importance in the area of peacekeeping measures. In this particular case, the Soviet Union and France had refused to contribute to budget expenses for peacekeeping activities in the Near East (UNEF) and in the Congo (ONUC). In its Advisory Opinion, the ICJ found it permissible for the GA to demand reimbursement of costs incurred in these operations in the sense of Art. 17 (2) even from those members who had voted against the measures. Thus, the recommendations of the GA are indirectly binding on the member States for any costs which they themselves incur. However, the opinion of the ICJ did not have much practical effect, since the sanction of Art. 19 (disqualification from voting when payments are in arrears) against the defaulting member States was waived in the case in question.

Finally, according to the view of the ICJ in the Namibia Advisory Opinion, there exists a presumption that a resolution passed by a duly constituted organ of the UN in conformity with the rules of procedure of the organ, and confirmed as such by the President, is formally valid.

E. UN Reform

Throughout the 1990s as well as during the last decade (2000–2010) there was—and still continues to be—an ongoing debate on UN reform. Relevant suggestions have included changes of GA discussion and decision-making processes. Not only scholars, but also several UN bodies, such as the GA and the GS, strive towards enhancing the GA’s role as chief deliberative, policy-making, and representative body of the United Nations. To that aim, the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Revitalization of the GA was established in UNGA Res 59/313 (12 September 2005) with the mandate to contribute to the debate and enhance the role, authority, effectiveness, and efficiency of the GA. Furthermore, the GA made amendments to its rules of procedure in order to improve its work. Notwithstanding the need for discussion of whether the sources of inefficiencies are diverging interests of member States and lack of financial resources rather than inappropriate structures, there can be no doubt that the GA would be in a position to effect (p. 489) changes considered necessary by changing its internal rules without amending Art. 10 of the Charter. Only the introduction of weighed voting would require such amendment.

F. Evaluation

An evaluation of the function of Art. 10 must consider the practical application of this provision, especially in the context of the relationship between the GA and the SC.

Soon after the Charter came into force, it was seen that due to deep-seated disagreement between the major powers, which had led to active use of the veto right above all by the Soviet Union, the SC could not fulfil its primary responsibility to maintain peace, and that the system of collective security firmly established in the Charter was, therefore, not functioning. After the SC was unable to come to a decision on the merits of the Spanish question (1946) or the Greek conflict (1946/7), the Western majority on the SC referred the matter to the GA in the hope that it would achieve the necessary majority for an appropriate line of action. The GA dealt with the question and delivered its recommendations, which were frustrated by the Soviet veto in the SC. The inability of the SC to act led the GA to assume an auxiliary function with respect to Art. 10. Through the Uniting for Peace Resolution, conceived on the occasion of the Korean Crisis, the competing
functions of the SC and GA were institutionalized and a formal process for the exercise of the ‘secondary’ authority of the GA was created.

With the decolonization phase of the 1960s and the related growth in the influence of States of the ‘Third World’, the main emphasis of GA operations shifted to the realization of the independence of numerous previously colonized States. The GA has developed into an indispensable forum for the peaceful airing of conflicts of interest and for the articulation of demands of the Third World for independence. In the area of maintenance of peace, however, the loss of the Western States’ majority has become regrettably apparent. The GA was struck by ineffectiveness that shifted emphasis back to the SC, facilitated by the incipient easing of East-West tensions. This development has continued to the present day, since the interests of the major powers often converge, at least partially, as seen in the SC’s resolutions on the South African problem, during and since the Gulf War, more recently during the humanitarian crisis in Kosovo as well as in the preliminary stages before the invasion in Iraq.

Since the beginning of the 1970s, the GA has increasingly dealt with the revision of the world economic system along with the South African question and has attempted, with the help of the large voting majority of the Group of 77, to enforce unilateral economic and social demands against the Western industrial nations. There have been no recognizable signs to date that the GA has succeeded, through Art. 10, in achieving major progress towards a new global economic system.

As a result, it may be concluded that in practice, Art. 10 has largely served to strengthen the role of the GA, with its interpretation heavily dependent on political elements. The dramatic political changes since the 1990s, particularly the dissolution of the Soviet Union into sovereign States and the enlargement of the European Union, have undoubtedly affected the distribution of powers between the GA and the SC. The primary role of the SC, based upon a particular historical situation, cannot be upheld for an indefinite period of time once the decisive factors for its special structure and powers have changed. In the long run, this finding will probably lead to an increase of powers of the GA.
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